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NEGATION-AS-FAILURE RULE FOR 
GENERAL LOGIC PROGRAMS WITH EQUALITY 
VAN TU LE 
General logic programs are programs that have clauses containing inequa-
tions and negative literals in their bodies. In this paper, the success and 
failure of general logic programs are defined mutually recursively. The pair 
of their interpretations are shown to be the least fixpoint of the inference 
function T defined on pairs of interpretations. Consequentially, with a 
complete equaUty theory, every model of the completed program contains 
the interpretation of the success set and does not meet that of the failure set. 
As a result, the soundness of SLDNF resolution and the negation-as-failure 
rule are proved. Necessary and sufliicient conditions for completeness are 
also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies the negation-as-failure rule for general logic programs, that is, 
programs that have clauses containing inequations and negative literals in their 
bodies. The key point of the paper is a dual approach to the success and failure of a 
program. In fact, we define the success and failure sets mutually recursively. This is a 
syntactical formulation of Clark's concept [4] of negative query evaluation. Our 
definitions are proved to be compatible with the usual operational definitions of 
success and failure. We also define the inference function T on pairs of interpreta-
tions, rather than on single ones as it is usually defined. This function T is then 
shown to admit the pair of interpretations of the success and failure sets as its least 
fixpoint. Then, with a complete equahty theory, the models of the completed 
program are identified as those interpretations that form with their complements the 
fixpoints of T. Consequentially, every model of the completed program contains the 
interpretation of the success set and does not meet that of the failure set. As a result 
of this, the soundness of SLDNF resolution and the negation-as-failure rule are 
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established. In order to make the interpretation of the success set and the comple-
ment interpretation of the failure set respectively into the least and greatest models 
of the program, we require the program to satisfy a condition which we call 
boundedness and which is less restrictive than Clark's condition of hierarchical 
constraint. Thus, for a bounded program, SLDNF resolution and the negation-as-
failure rule are complete. 
The results of this paper generalize several results previously established for 
Horn-clause logic programs by Apt and van Emden [1], Jaffar et al. [8, 9], and Le 
[12]. We organize the paper as follows. In the next section we define logic programs 
with complete equahty theories and generalized unification. Section 3 contains the 
dual definitions of success and failure sets and their operational semantics. In 
Section 4, we introduce the inference function T and prove that it admits the pair of 
interpretations of the success and failure sets as its least fixpoint. In the final section, 
we identify the models of the completed program and prove two main results, 
namely Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. The former establishes the soundness of SLDNF 
resolution and the negation-as-failure rule, and the latter gives necessary and 
sufficient conditions for their completeness. 
2. GENERAL LOGIC PROGRAMS WITH EQUALITY 
Let 2 and V denote, respectively, the sets of function symbols and variables. The 
notations T ( 2 ) and T ( 2 U V) are used respectively to denote the sets of ground 
terms and terms possibly containing variables. We define a Horn-clause equality 
theory to be a set E of Horn equality clauses of the forms 
e <- e i , . . . , e ^ 
or 
where m > 0 and e, e, are equations. As each model of E generates a congruence 
relation over T ( 2 ) , there exists a finest congruence over T ( S ) which is the intersec-
tion of all those congruences. We denote by T ( 2 ) / £ ' the quotient of T ( 2 ) by this 
finest congruence relation generated by E, with the obvious functional assignment 
/ ( [ ' i ] , - - - , [ ' J ) = [/(^,•••, '„)] for all n-ary / in S. For any r,MG(T(2))", where 
t = {t^,...,t„) and « = («! , . . . ,«„) , we write [?] = [«] to mean [?,] = [»,] for all 
\ <i <n. For T, w e ( T ( 2 U F ) ) " , we say that t E-unifies with u iff" there exists a 
substitution d such that {t6] = [ud]. 
With the negation problem at hand, we are particularly interested in equaUty 
theories that generate a single congruence over T ( 2 ) . That is, equahty holds only 
when unification is possible. Thus, we say that an equaUty theory E is complete if 
any formula of the form 'iy{s = t) is true in a model of E iff there exists a ground 
substitution 6 such that [sd] = [id] and the components of y are interpretations in 
that model of the corresponding terms in 6 (for full discussion and examples of 
complete equaUty theories, see Jaffar et al. [9]). Consequently, for a complete 
equaUty theory E, we have £ l = - , e iff -,(£!= e); henceforth we also use those 
notations and the notation E\= e, when convenient, to refer to unifiabiUty. 
We define a (general) logic program to be a pair {P,E), where £ is a complete 
Horn-clause equaUty theory and P is a finite set of clauses of the form 
p*-e^,...,e^,l^,...,l„ 
where k>0, /i > 0, each e, is an equation or inequation, p is an atom (i.e. not an 
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equation) and the /, are positive or negative literals. The (unique) congruence over 
T ( 2 ) generated by E also partitions the Herbrand base of P into classes [pit)], 
where p is a nonlogical n-ary predicate symbol in P and F G ( T ( 2 ) ) " . The E-base is 
defined to be the set of all classes [p(i)]. Any subset of the ^-base is called an 
E-interpretation. An E-interpretation / is called an E-model of {P, E) if all clauses 
of P are true in /. Note that the ground formula e Ap A-,q is true in / iff £ 1= e 
and [ />]£/ and [^] ^ / . If G is a set of ground atoms, we shall write [G] to mean 
{[g]-g^G}. 
3. SUCCESS AND FAILURE SETS 
We now define the success and failure sets, denoted respectively by SS and GF, 
mutually inductively as follows: for any ordinal a < fi (the least nonconstructive 
ordinal) let 
SSoiP,E)={}, 
SS„(P, E) = if (a is a nonUmit ordinal) 
then {p(t): t is ground and 
there is a ground instance of a clause in P, 
p(u) ^ fii,..., e^, ^ 1 , . . . , q„,-.r^,.. . ,- ,/-„, 
k>0, m>0, n>0, such that 
t E-unifies with u, 
and E \= e, for all 1 < / < A: 
and qje SS„_i(P, E) for all l<j<m 
and /•;, G GF„_i(P, E) for a l l l < /; < «} 
else U^<„SS^(P, £•), 
GFo(A £ ) = ( } , 
GF^(P, E) = if (a is a nonUmit ordina:l) 
then {p{ty. t is ground and 
for each ground instance of a clause in P, 
p{u)<^ey,...,t^,q^,...,q„,^r^,...,-.r„, 
k>0, w > 0, n > 0, 
either t does not E-unify with U 
or -,(£• 1= £•) for some 1 < / < ^ 
or q^ G GF„_i(P, E) for some I <j <m 
or r^ G SS„„i(i', E) for some l<h<n] 
else U^<„GF^(/>,£), 
SS (P ,£ ) = U„<„SS„(P,£), 
G F ( P , £ ) = U„<„GF„(P,£). 
Note first that for each a, the sets SS„ and GF„ are disjoint; hence SS and GF are 
disjoint. In the particular case when the program P has no clauses containing 
negative literals in their bodies, we have SS = SS„. In fact, in this case, it can be 
verified by induction that SS„ c SS„ for all a < 0. This is compatible with the results 
of Jaffar et al. [8, 9] and Le [11, 12]. 
We now give practical meanings to the success and failure sets defined above by 
using the concept of derivation sequences as follows. Let ^ be the set of all finite 
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lists (/j,...,/^) of ground literals, where each /, has one of the two forms p(t) or 
-,pit) in which /? is an n-aiy predicate symbol and Te (T(2))" ; the empty list is 
denoted by []. Let "^  be the set of all finite lists (Q , . . . ,Q) , where each C, is a 
ground instance of a clause in P of the form /><- e^,..., e ,^ Z^,..., /^ such that 
E N £, for all 1 < /' < A;. For convenience we add to ^ an extra member denoted by 
00 and to "^  two extra members denoted by <>([]) and < (^oo). We also adopt the 
usual definition of list concatenation under which ^ and "^  are assumed to be 
closed. For any single member x in ^ or "^  we will write x instead of (x) or (x}. 
We define a set-valued function <> from ^ into ^ as follows: 
<> maps [] into <>([]) and oo into ^(oo), 
4>ipit)) = {C:C is a ground instance of a clause in P, 
;>(«)<- e^,^.., e^ ., l^,...,!^, k>0, m>0, 
such that t £-unifies with u 
and E N e, for all 1 < j':< A:}, 
H^Pi')) = if Pit) e SS(P, E) then (} 
else if pit)&GF(P,E) then 4)([]) 
else <>(oo), 
<^(/i,...,/„) = </.(/i)X ••• XiPilJ, 
4>{G) = U{<j>ig):g&G} for any G c ^ . 
We also define a function \p from "^  into 9 by 
HH[])) = ll 
xP{<j>{cc))=co, 
> / / ( p < - e i , . . . , £ ^ , / i , . . . , / „ ) = ( / i , . . . , / „ ) , 
^P{C„...,C,) = {^PiC,),...,4'iC,)), 
xP{T) = D{xl^{C):CeT} forany Tc'g ' . 
Now for any set GQ^, define 
S(G) = .J>(G) 
S"(G) = <i);//(5"~i(G)) for « > 1 . 
The sequence {5"(G): « = 1,2,...} is called the (P, E)-derivation sequence of the 
goal G. We will also refer to a 5/«gfe derivation sequence from I, any sequence {C„} 
such that Ci e S(/) and C„ G SCi/zCQ.i)) for all n>\. 
We shall need the following results: 
Lemma 1. For any « > 1 and any list (/j, . . . , /„) G ^, 
S''(/i,...,/^) = S " ( / J x - - - x 5 " ( / „ ) . 
The proof by induction is quite straightforward. 
Lemma 2. For any n>\ and p{t) e ^, we have A e: S"''^(p{t)) iff there is a ground 
instance of a clause in P, ;>(&)<- e^,..., e ,^ / j , . . . , l„, such that t E-unifies with u, 
E1= e,. for all \<i<k, and A & S"(l^,..., I J. 
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PROOF. The lemma follows immediately from the fact that 
s'-\p{t))={<i>^n<i>{p{t)))=s"{4^{<t>ip{tm. D 
Note also that S"(-,/?(?)) = S{-^p{t)) for all « > 1. The following Propositions 1 
and 2 give operational meanings to the success and failure sets. 
Proposition 1. SS(P, E) = { p{t): lis ground and 3n<u:[]e xp{S"ipit)))}. 
PROOF. We first prove that for any a < fi, if pit)^SS^ then [] e ;|/(5"(/>(f))) for 
some n < w. The assertion is clearly true when a = 1. In fact, by definition, 
p(t)e SS^ iff []^^p{S\p{!))). Assume the assertion holds for a < f i and let 
p(t) e SS„+i. Then there is a ground instance of a clause in P, p(u)«- e j , . . . , e^, 
qi,...,q^, - ir j , . . . , - ,r„, such that F ^-unifies with u, E\=ei for all l<i<k, 
qj G SS„ for all 1 <j < m, and r^ G GF„ for dMl<h<n. It follows that for each j , 
there exists HJ < « such that [\^-^{S"j{qj)) and that Si-^r,,) = ^([ ]) for all 1 < /; < «. 
Take n = max{n^}, we have [] e ;//(5"(^^)) for aU 1 < ; < w and [] G ;//(5'"(-,rJ) for 
all 1 </i < n. Hence, by Lemma 1, []G»|/(5"(^i , . . . ,^„,- , r i , . . . , - , r„)) , and then by 
Lemma 2, []^>l'{S"^\p(i))). 
Conversely, we prove that for any n < w, if [] G ;//(5"(/>(?))) then p{t)e. SS„ for 
some a < fl. The argument is exactly in the reverse direction of the above except that 
we take a = max( Uj, a^,}. D 
Intuitively, if /?(r)GSS„ then the number n in Proposition 1 is of the form 
no + « i + ••• +n^, where k is the number of limit ordinals X^,...,\f, encountered 
when going backward in the inductive definition from SS„ to SSQ, and each «, is the 
number of deducing steps required before reaching SS;^  (taking \^_^i to be 0). 
However, given n and p(t) such that [ ] G 1^(5"(/?(?))), we have only been able to 
prove the existence of an a < fi such that p{t)G SS„, and the author is unable to 
describe how the number a is obtained from n and p{t). 
Before stating Proposition 2, let us introduce the notation .^{B,«,, A^, k) to 
denote the following failure property: 
3«o: either S"o{B)={) 
or VyliG5"H5), a« i : either S"^{i>(A^))= {] 
or V^2G5'"'(;^(yli)), 3«2 
Note that if a ground atom p(i) satisfies ^{p{t),«,, A^, k) for some k<ui, then 
every single derivation sequence from p{t) finitely terminates. We will prove later 
(at the end of Section 4) that the converse also holds. 
Proposition 2. GF(P, E) = (p( i ) : t is ground and 3k<co: ^{p{t), «,, A^, k)]. 
PROOF. We prove only that for any a < S2, if p{t) e GF„ then ^(p(i), «,, A^, k) for 
some k<u. The converse will be proved at the end of Section 4, as it requires a 
result on fixpoints of the inference function. More precisely we prove that for 
a = X-\-n, where X is either 0 or a Umit ordinal and n is an integer > 1, if 
p{t)^ GF„ then ^{p(t),ni,A.,k) with «Q = «, for some k < oi (for the motivation 
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of this treatment, see Le [11] or [12]). The assertion is clearly true when X = 0 and 
n = l. In fact, by definition, ;?(?)£ GFi iff S{p(ty)= {]. Assume the assertion 
holds for a = X + n. Let /)(r) e GF„+i, and suppose that S"+\/)(F)) is nonempty. 
Then for each A^G:S"*\p{t)), there is (by Lemma 2) a ground instance of a clause 
in P of the form p(u) *- e^,..., E/^, qi,..., q„,-^rl,...,-,ri such that F^-unifies with 
u, £1=6, for all l<i<k, and A^e: S"(q^,...,q^,-,ri,...,-,r,). That is, A-^ = 
(A{^\..., A['"+'^), with ^ < » e S"iqj) for all l<j<m and ^( '"+*)G S 'C- .^) for all 
1 < A < /. It follows from the definition of GF„+i that qj e GF„ for some \<j <m 
(as all S{-nr^) are nonempty). This, by our assumption, means that ^(qj, «,, A'-/\ k) 
with nQ = n for some k<03. Hence we have ^{p(i), w„ A^, k) with WQ = « + 1. 
The deduction from the case of GF;^  to that of GF;^+i is similar to the above 
argument except that the level number k is incremented by 1. D 
Intuitively, if p{t)^ GF„ then the number k in Proposition 2 is the number of 
limit ordinals encountered when going backward in the inductive definition from 
GF„ to GFQ, and the sequence nQ,.:.,ni^ indicate the numbers of deducing steps 
required before reaching those limit ordinals and 0 eventually. In particular, when 
a < w we have k = Q and the sequence reduces to WQ- This is the case of finite failure, 
in which every single derivation sequence from p{t) finitely fails with length less 
than or equal to WQ-
4. FCCPOINT SEMANTICS 
We now define the inference function T from and into pairs of ^-interpretations as 
follows: 
T{I,J)^{A,B) 
where 
A = {[p{t)\: t is ground and 
there is a ground instance of a clause in P, 
/ ? ( « ) < - E l , . . . , e < ; , ^ i , . . . , ^ „ , - , r i , . . . , - , r „ , 
A: > 0, w > 0, n > 0, such that 
t £-unifies with u 
and E N c, for all 1 < /' < /c 
£uid {qj\ G / for all \<j <m 
and [r^] G / for a l l l < /i < n} 
and 
B = {[/'(?)]: t is ground and 
for each ground instance of a clause in P, 
; ; ( « ) ^ £ i , . . . , £;t, ^ 1 , . . . , ^ „ , - . / " i , . . . , - , / • „ , 
A: > 0, ffj > 0, n > 0, 
either t does not £-unify with u 
or - , (£ N= £,) for some \<i<k 
or [qj\ G / for some l<j <m 
or [r^]G/ for some l<h<n}. 
Note first that if / and / are disjoint then so are A and B, and that the function T is 
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monotone with respect to the partial order defined by {I, J)Q(K, L) iS I c: K and 
J Q L. Note also that if / = / then A = B, where the bar means the complement set. 
Henceforth, when X={A,B) we will write X^^^ and X j to reference to A and 
B respectively. Now for all ordinals a <Q, define 
^ tO = ({} , { } ) , 
T 1 a= if (a is a nonUmit ordinal) 
then TiTUa-l)) 
else (U^<„( rT^)p , i ,U^<„( r t )8 )p , , ) . 
As r is a monotone function on a complete lattice (see e.g. Apt and van Emden [1] 
or Hitchcock and Park [6]), we have the following result. 
Lemma 3. T 1^ is the least fixpoint of T. 
Note that in the particular case when the program P has no clauses containing 
negative Uterals in their bodies, (T f fi)-ri coincides with the usually defined T t u 
(see e.g. Jaffar et al. [8]) and (T 1 S2)pr2 is our 7" i fi in Le [12]. Thus, the following 
proposition generalizes Lemma 5 of Jaffar et al. [8], Proposition 11 of Jaffar et al. [9], 
and Proposition 5 of Le [12]. 
Proposition 3. 
(a) [SS(P,£)] = ( r t f lVi , 
(b) [GF(P,£) ] = (rtS2)^,2. 
PROOF. They follow immediately from the definitions of SS, GF, and T f fi- • 
It follows from Lemma 3 and part (b) of Proposition 3 that if p(t)^ GF{P, E) 
then we can obtain an infinite sequence { C„} with Q G S'( /? (T)) and C„ e 5'( V' (C„ _ ^)) 
for all n>\. Hence p{t) does not satisfy ^{p{t),«,, A^, k) for any A: < w. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 2 of Section 3. This proof also confirms that the 
failure set GF(i ' , E) is the set of ground atoms from which every single derivation 
sequence finitely fails. 
5. COMPLETE LOGIC PROGRAMS 
Following Clark [4], we define the complete logic program P* to be the program 
obtained from P in the following way: for any predicate relation p defined by 
p(t,)^e\'\...,e')i^,l^\...,lO)^ l<i<h, 
obtain the following clause for /**: 
p{x)^C,V ••• VC„ 
where x is a Ust of distinct variables and each C, has the form 
3y, (X = f,. A e^ '> A • • • A el;' A /<'U • • • A /^ ' ) 
in which y- are the variables distinct from jc appearing in the formula. 
For any predicate symbol p that does not appear m the head of any clause of P, 
include -^p{x)in P*. Note, on the other hand, that the equaUty theory E is already 
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assumed to be complete. We shall need the following results. The notation and 
terminology on models are borrowed from Chang and Keisler [3]. 
Lemma 4. The E-models of (P*, E) represent all models of {P*, E), in the sense 
that: 
(a) Every E-model of {P*,E) is a model of {P*,E). 
(b) For every model M' of (P*, E) there exists an E-model M of (P*, E) such 
that any ground atom is true in M iff it is true in M'. 
PROOF, (a): Let Af be an £-model of {P*, E). Then M can be written as 
M = ( T ( 2 ) , . / ) , where the interpretation function J is defined by 
Jf(/»)= {?e(T(2)r:[/»(?)] GM}, 
^ ( = )={(j ,0e(T(2))2:[ , ] = U]), 
J ^ ( / ) = / for all / e 2 . 
It can be verified easily that Af is a model oi{P*,E). 
(b): Let Af' = (X, ^> be a model oi{P*,E), where X is any universe. Note first 
that T{'2,) = J~\T{J{'^))). Since the equaUty theory E is complete, J^( = ) generates 
the same congruence over T(2) , i.e., for any s, t e T(2) , we have [s] = [t] iff" 
{J is), J(t))eJ{ = ). So if we define 
M={[p{t)]:J(t)Gj{p)), 
then M is an £-model of{P*,E). It is also clear that any ground atom pit) is true 
in M iff it is true in M'. O 
The following proposition generaUzes lemma 6 of Jaffar et al. [8]. 
Proposition 4. I is an E-model of (P*, E) iff {1,1) is afixpoint of T. 
PROOF. Consider a clause in P* of the form p(x) <^  Q V • • • V Q, where each Q 
has the form 
3>'(Jc = wAeiA ••• Ae^Aq^^A ••• Aq„A-,r^A ••• A-,r„), 
in which y is the Ust of variables distinct from Jc appearing in the formula. This 
clause is true in / iff for every f e (T(2))" , we have 
[p(t)]^I <-» for some C, and ground substitution of y, 
t ^-unifies with u 
and E \= e, for all 1 < j < A: 
and [qj] G / for all \<j <m 
and [r^] ^ / for all 1 < /i < n. 
That is, 
[p{t)\^I ^ [;?(?)] e(r(/,7))p,i. 
This, in combination with a note following the definition of T, means that T{I, I) = 
(/, / ) . As for the clauses of the form -ip{x\ we have, for any fe (T(2) )" , [p{t)] S / 
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for all models / of (P*, E) and [p{t)]t{T{I^J))^,^ for all ^-interpretations / , J. 
Therefore, / is an f-model of (P*, E) iff (/, / ) is a fixpoint of T. U 
Proposition 5. If I is an E-model of {P*,E) then TlU^ilJ). 
PROOF. Let / be an ^-model of (P*, £ ) ; we prove that T '\ aQ{I,I) for all a < fi. 
This is certainly true for a = 0. Assume that it is true for a, we have from 
Proposition 4 and the fact that T is monotone 
T^{a + l)=T{T]a)QT{l,l) = {l,~l). D 
We can now state our main result on the soundness of SLDNF resolution and the 
negation-as-failure rule. 
Theorem 1 (Soundness). Let p{t) be a ground atom. 
(a) Ifpit)&SSiP,E) then (P*, E)\= p(t). 
(b) If pit) e G¥{P, E) then (P*, E) 1= ^p{t). 
PROOF. These follow immediately from Proposition 3, Proposition 5, and Lemma 4. 
D 
It is quite clear by now that in order to obtain the completeness of SLDNF 
resolution and the negation-as-failure rule respectively, we need to make [SS] and 
[GF] into the least and greatest £-models of (P*, E) respectively. To achieve this 
we require the program P to possess the following property. 
Definition. The program P is said to be positively bounded {negatively bounded) iff 
for every ground instance of a clause in P of the form 
p{u)<-ej^,...,E^,q^,...,q„,-^r^,...,^r„ 
such that E t= e, for all I <i <k, qj G SS (respectively, ^ GF) for all 1 <j < m, 
and r/j ^ SS for all 1 < /i < «, there exists a ground instance of a clause in P of the 
form 
p{s)^E[,...,e'f^,,q{,...,q'„,,^r;,...,^r;,, 
such that M £-unifies with s, E\^E'^ for all l<i<k', q'eSS (respectively, 
^ GF) for all 1 <j < m', and r^  G GF for all 1 < /; < n'. 
Then we have 
Proposition 6. 
(a) [SS{P, E}] is the least E-model of (P*, E) iff P is positively bounded. 
(b) [GF{P, E)] is the greatest E-model of (P*,E) iff P is negatively bounded. 
PROOF, (a): By Lemma 3 and Proposition 3 we have 
[SS] = (r([SS],[GF]))p,i c (T([SS],[SS]))p,,. 
The equahty takes place (which means that [SS] is the least ^-model of (P*, £") by 
Propositions 4 and 5 and a note following the definition of T) iff P is positively 
bounded. 
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(b): We use the same argument for 
(r([GF],[GF]))p,iC (r([SS],[GF])) , = [GF]. D 
As an immediate consequence we have 
Theorem 2 (Completeness). Let p{t) denote a ground atom. 
(a) (Vpi?) iiP*, E)i=p{t)^p(t)GSS{P, E))) iffP is positively bounded. 
(b) {\/p{t) {{?*, E)i= ^pit)^p{t)& GF(P, £))) iffP is negatively bounded. 
Thus, to have the completeness of SLDNF resolution and the negation-as-failure 
rule, it is necessary and sufficient that the program P be bounded, i.e. both positively 
and negatively bounded. Finally, note that if the program P satisfies Clark's 
hierarchical constraint, then P is bounded. 
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